
North Gate to JR Mitaka Sta. (Sekai Renpo Heiwa-zo statue & Doppo Kunikida 
Monument of Literature) 
　　▼ 

Ginnan-bashi (bridge) 
　　▼
Green Park path 
　　▼ 

Former Anti-aircraft Gun Position in Sekimae 
　　▼
Sekimae Park 
　　▼ 

Musashino-Chuo Park

Route Description

Time allowed around 45 minutes

Distance around  3 km

Calorie consumption around 135 kcal

Number of steps around 4290 steps

* These are estimates given for a person, weight 60kg, moving at 4km per hour, 
   walking 10 min.=30kcal, one step=70cm.

Tokyo Metropolitan Government Health Promoting character KENKOUDESUKA-MAN

Sekai Renpo Heiwa-zo statue
Created by the famous sculptor Seibo Kitamura, the creator of the Peace Statue in 
Nagasaki. The base is embedded with stones from around the world. A list of the 
names of 266 people from Musashino City who died as victims of modern wars is 
contained in it.

A Meiji Period writer said to be a pioneer of naturalist literature. 
Representative works include “The Musashi Plain” and “Unforgettable 
People.” At the north exit of Mitaka Station visitors can see the Doppo 
Kunikida Poetry Monument and at Sakurabashi Bridge visitors can see the 
Doppo Kunikida Literature Monument.

Recommended Site

Doppo Kunikida Monument of Literature

Icons: Shrines and Temples Parks Other

Musashino City is full of beautiful nature and sights to see. Please be safe
and follow traffic rules when walking!
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MUSASHI DAN-kun

Highlight Green Park path

Mitaka Sta. Route A:
Walk along the recommended pedestrian walkway to visit Musashino-Chuo ParkMusashino

City



Icons: Shrines and Temples Parks Other

Green Park path

During World War Two, this walking path was used as a railway (service line 
from Sakai Station) to transport equipment to Nakajima Aircraft Company, but 
after the war it was converted into Green Park Stadium, and the line was used 
to carry spectators from Mitaka Station.

The entire area was the site of one of Japan's largest military factories, the 
Musashino Plant of Nakajima Aircraft Company. The factory manufactured 
engines for the Mitsubishi “Zero” fighter plane, so it was an important target 
of bombing by the American military. It was bombed nine times before the end 
of the war, and the number of casualties from employees alone was 200.

Recommended Site

Musashino-Chuo Park


